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Safety
X-ray Safety

There is risk inherent in working with X-rays.  Check the 

status of the x-ray shutter lamps to ensure the shutter is 

closed before you open the cabinet doors.  After pressing 

the “Open Doors” button, the X-ray shutter should close.

Beryllium Safety

The active area of the detector is covered with Beryllium. 

This material is toxic and also very fragile. It is very 

important that it is never touched or bumped by anything.  

Wear gloves when working in the enclosure and keep 

your head outside of the cabinet.

Emergency Shutdown

In an EMERGENCY ONLY press the red “STOP” button 

on either side of the cabinet for a complete shutdown of 

the system.  Whenever possible ramp down the X-ray 

generator first (see Shutdown).



Do not damage the XRD
The Hi-Star area detector is the most expensive 

component of the system ($100K). It can be permanently 

damaged if these procedures are not followed.

1. Never touch the detector window 

for any reason.

2. Do not bump or move the 

detector with anything other than 
the 2Θ motor drive.

3. Pay attention and be ready to 

stop any stage movement that 

gets too close to the detector or 

collimator with ‘Ctrl+C’.



Launch GADDS Software
ATTENTION: Before starting software, check the alarm LED on 

the left cabinet column is not illuminated.  If LED is lit,

check that the cabinet doors have seated properly.

1. Open GADDS with the desktop icon:

2. Click “No” to the generator settings 

prompt shown at right.

• The current power settings can be 

viewed in the lower-right hand corner 

of the GADDS window (highlighted at 

right).  The appropriate settings prior 

to ramp-up are:   KV = 20 , mA = 10



Expose the Sample Stage

1. From the GADDS menu, choose “Collect” Tab > 

“Goniometer” > “Drive”.

2. The Goniometer Drive dialogue will open.  Enter 

2-Theta=20⁰, Omega = 10⁰, Phi = 90⁰,   
Chi=90⁰, z=0mm.

An alternate set of values to access the stage is 

shown below, right.  The laser may be easier to 

align on some samples in this alternate position.

3. After entering values, click “OK” and monitor 

the instrument as drives move.

CAUTION: Be alert and ready to stop the stage 

movement.  If you feel a collision may occur hit 

ANY KEY on the keyboard except “Enter” to stop.

Access Position

Alternate Access Position



1. Enter Command Mode from “Special” Tab > Command Mode.

3. Please do not launch additional programs while GADDS is ramping 

up power to the X-ray generator (~5min).

2. Type “@ramp_up” at the command prompt 

(lower left-hand corner of GADDS window), 

then press enter.  GADDS will report 

“Ramping” as shown here.

4. View the lower-right hand corner of the 

GADDS window to see ramping progress.  

Final beam values: 40 kV and 120 mA.

• For precision measurements allow 30 

minutes for the x-ray source to stabilize 

before scanning.

Ramp Up X-ray Generator



Open the Cabinet:

1. To open the cabinet doors you must first 

press the green “Open Door” button on 

left-hand side of the cabinet.

• Pressing this button closes the x-ray shutter 

and unlocks the doors so that you can 

safely open the cabinet.

2. Verify that the X-ray shutter is CLOSED.  

The green and orange lamps on the X-ray 

shutter indicator will be lit, but the red 

lamps should not be lit.

3. Pull out on the handles and push the doors 

apart.

Access Cabinet



Mount Your Sample
CAUTION: Do not bump the detector.  Never 

touch the Detector window for any reason; it 

is extremely delicate. Do not bump the 

laser/video system or x-ray collimator as they 

have been precisely aligned to corresponding 

positions on the sample.

1. Attach your sample to the mount with 

double-stick tape by ‘pinching’ from the 

back side of the mount.

3.3 cm

Pinch against back-

side of mount

• Avoid pressing against the stage and goniometer.

• The distance from the sample stage to the sample surface should 

be 3.3 cm ±0.2 cm (see image above).

2. If necessary the stage mount position can be adjusted by loosening 

the Allen screw and carefully adjusting the height against the small 

ruler in the enclosure.



1. Start the VIDEO software if it is not running, by 

double-clicking the Video icon:

2. Go to “Collect” Tab > “Goniometer” > “Manual”. 

This will bring up an options window (shown 

below).

3. Select “OK” to enable the hand held control pad. 

You do not need to change the values in the 

options window.

4. Type “L” in GAADS to turn on the laser.

If VIDEO is showing 

a live image, the 

transport controls 

on the tool bar will 

be highlighted like 

so:

If not, you can start 

the live image by 

pressing the green 

“play” button.

Align the Sample



ATTENTION: Take care to not exceed 

the posted stage limits.

• Use the hand-held control pad to 

move a point of interest (POI) to the 

center of the video.

1. Select the stage axis.

2. Set the speed to SLOW with the 

plus/minus keys.

3. Use the ↑ and ↓ buttons to move 

the sample stage. 

Align the Sample (2)

KEY Stage Axis

5 X

6 Y

7 Z

8 Video Zoom



• Adjust the Z position to locate the laser light at the center of the video 

on the POI.

Align the Sample (3)

• If the laser is on but 

you cannot see it in 

the video, zoom 

out.  DO NOT GO 

BELOW ZOOM 1.

• If you still cannot 

see the laser you 

may need to adjust 

your sample height. 

Check to see that it 

is ~3.3 cm from the 

stage.

Laser ON

1. Once the laser is visible on the video screen, select Z (key 7) on the control 

pad and adjust up/down with the ↑↓ keys to center the laser in the video.

2. Once centered, zoom the camera in and precisely center the laser using Z 

adjustment.  DO NOT GO OVER ZOOM 7.

3. Press “ESC” to exit Manual drive mode.

Turn off the cabinet & room lights



Create a New Project
1. Open “Frames” folder on the desktop.

2. Navigate to current Year & Month and create a 

new folder for the project.

3. Highlight & copy the whole file path with Ctrl+C.

4. From GADDS select “ProJect” Tab > New.

5. Paste your file path into the 

“Working Directory” field with 

Ctrl+V.  This is where all of 

your data will be saved  

6. You can also enter the Sample 

Name and the Project Title in 

this window.

7. Click “OK”.

8. Click “No” at prompt to save 

current configuration.



Select Scan Values & Run
1. In GADDS click 

“Collect” Tab > “Scan” 

> “Single run”.

2. Disregard the Warning 

about HT user values.

3. For a scan to cover 2-

theta from 15 to 95 

degrees (in 3 frames) 

set up as shown.

4. Enter the X, Y, & Z 

values you found when 

aligning the sample.

5. Click “OK” or press 

“Enter” to start the 

scan.

6. Monitor the scan and be ready to Cancel 

with Ctrl+C when the components are 

moving or if the parameters need changed.

Enter X, Y, & Z position 

you found during sample 

alignment.



Scan Values Explained

# Frames How many area detector exposures in this run.

Seconds/Frame Time detector is actively counting during each exposure.

2-Theta Starting position of the detector (coverage is about +/- 15⁰).

Omega Should be about ½ of the 2-Theta value.

For any drives simply enter @ to use the current value throughout the collection.

Phi @

Chi @

X, Y, Z Enter the values from the sample alignment or use “@”.

Aux Zoom value is irrelevant but it will import the current value.

Scan Axis # Drive number to change from frame to frame (“None” if only 1 

frame or “Coupled” to change Omega & 2-Theta together.

Frame Width 2-Theta step between frames (25 gives sufficient overlap).

Mode (step/scan) Use STEP rather than a continuous scan of 2-Theta.

Rotate Sample Rotates sample during scan to improve sampling.

Sample Oscillation Small X, Y, and/or Z oscillations to improve sampling.

Amplitude Oscillation displacement (1mm is common).

Frame Header Info All 3 field refer to info to display on each frame.



Shutdown
1. From the GADDS choose “Collect” Tab > “Goniometer” > “Drive”

2. The Goniometer Drive dialogue will open.  Enter 2-Theta = 20⁰, Omega = 

10⁰, Phi = 90⁰, Chi=90⁰.

3. Monitor the instrument as drives move and hit ANY KEY except “Enter” on 

the keyboard to stop movement if you think a collision may occur.

4. Remove the sample.

5. In GAADS chose “Special” Tab > “Command mode”.

6. Type “@ramp_down” and press “Enter”.

7. Monitor the voltage and current in the bottom right corner of the GADDS 

window.  When done ramping down the X-ray power settings should read: 

KV  20;  MA  10

8. Turn off lights in cabinet and close doors.

9. Close all software:

GADDS “Project” Tab > “Exit”.

When asked to save configuration file click “Cancel”.

At “Exit?” prompt click “OK”



Integrating a Scan
1. Launch GADDS Offline.

2. Select the ‘File’ menu, ‘Load’, ‘Browse’ (… button). This will bring you to 

your “Working directory” by default. Select your scan. 

3. Bring up the frame you wish to analyze using ‘Ctrl+’ left or right arrow.

4. After you display the frame select the  “Peaks” menu, then choose 

“Integrate” and “Chi”.

5. You can enter a recipe of 4 values here for consistent integration 

windows on multiple samples. 

6. Make sure Normalize intensity is set to “5 – Bin normalized” and click 

OK. (refer to figure below).

Note: It is recommended 

that you do not integrate 

close to the edges of the 

detector (especially high 

and low 2theta)



Press “Enter” when 
finished and the Intensity 
vs. 2-theta scan will 
appear (refer to aqua 
graphic in figure on left).

You can graphically choose the area 

over which you would like to integrate 

(blue line indicates the area).  The 1, 

2, 3, and 4 keys allow you to change 

the 4 edges with the mouse. These 

are the 4 limits from the previous 

screen.

Integrating a Scan (2)


